Voyager Tent
For over 25 years the Voyager tent has been a favourite for
backpackers and trekkers for year-round camping due to its
aerodynamic shape and semi-geodesic design.
Sleeps: 2
Season Rating Spec: 4 Season Mountain / Trekking
Free standing?: Yes (tent can be pitched without guying out)
Minimum Weight: 1.88Kg (4lb 2oz)
Packed Weight: 2.15Kg (4lb 12oz)
Pitch Time (estimate): 10 mins
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 1
Pitch Type: Inner pitch first
Packed Size: 52 x 13
Range: 4 Season Trekking
Flysheet: Watershed R/S 6000mm
Floor: Waterbloc 10000mm
Poles: 8.7mm DAC NFL
Pegs: 12 x Aluminium Alloy 11g
Guylines: 2 x Dyneema Reflective
Inner Door: Full Mesh & Solid Door

£590.00 RRP

Stub Code:
41VY000

Description
For over 25 years the Voyager tent has been a long term favourite for backpackers and trekkers. Its semi- geodesic design
provides good stability and plenty of space to accommodate 2 people and their kit.The tent is designed for the backpacker or
traveller going on medium to long duration trips and looking for spacious lightweight kit.
â–º Rated 4 season trekking, so suitable for year round backpacking. It’s also a good tent for Duke of Edinburgh’s Award expeditions in
more exposed areas
â–º The semi-geodesic design (the poles cross over at 3 points) and inner first pitching also make the Voyager more stable and quieter
than a tunnel tent in windy conditions
â–º It’s free-standing which makes it ideal for camping where the ground is less firm, as it doesn't rely on guy lines and pegs to support its
main structure
â–º The Voyager is a perfect tent for wild camping as well as campsite use
â–º DAC NFL colour coded poles make locating the correct pole sleeves and pole feet tapes easy and the tent quick to pitch
â–º The inner door has a full midge proof mesh panel and full solid door behind to provide unlimited options for ventilation depending on
weather conditions
â–º Tried and tested Terra Nova fabrics are used to provide lightweight performance and good durability
â–º The Watershed nylon ripstop flysheet and Waterbloc nylon groundsheet are fully seam sealed to offer complete protection from the
elements all year round
â–º Dyneema reflective guylines add more stability and the Voyager comes with extra guyline attachment points should additional guylines
be required. Dyneema guyrope is three times as strong as standard guyrope of the same weight and has very low stretch for stability in all
conditions
A Footprint which covers the area under the inner and porch is designed to prolong the life of the tent and help keep it clean. This can be
purchased here

